
HE first winner of a quiet
December campaign for
Johnston Racing was
provided by Deep Intrigue,

owned by Clipper Logistics, at
Chelmsford on December 6.

The Dark Angel colt hadn’t been seen
out since landing the odds in a Beverley
novice event over the minimum distance
of five furlongs on May 15. At
Chelmsford, he was stepping up in trip to
six furlongs, as well as having his first
run on an artificial surface.  He faced
just two rivals, Top Breeze and War and
Glory.

P J McDonald took the ride on Deep
Intrigue. He took over from the early
leader War and Glory before the end of
the first furlong, and thereafter made
every yard of the running. Top Breeze
was in contention until well inside the
final furlong, but Deep Intrigue stayed
on strongly to score by a length and
three-quarters, with War and Glory two
and a quarter lengths back in third.

With two wins, a second and a third
from his four starts to date, Deep
Intrigue looks set to make his mark as a
three-year-old this term and will
hopefully be able to step up to seven
furlongs in time.

At Lingfield on December 12, Sheikh
Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Matterhorn
made a winning handicap debut at
Lingfield over a mile. A winner at
Chelmsford in late October, the son of
Raven’s Pass finished second to Thaayer
at Newcastle’s Gosforth Park on the last
day of November and was seeking to
return to winning ways in a field of 12 at
Lingfield. Adam Kirby was in the saddle.

Settled in third place in the early
stages, Matterhorn was sent for home
approaching the two-furlong pole. It
turned out to be a decisive move, with
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Matterhorn going clear in the closing
stages and keeping on well to score by
two lengths from the fast-finishing
Family Fortunes, with De Vegas Kid
three-quarters of a length back in third.

Matterhorn is out of the Darshaan
mare, Mehthaaf, who won the Irish 1,000
Guineas in 1994. He is one of seven
winners to have been produced by that
mare, including the Curragh Cup winner,
Tactic.

The third winner of the yard’s
December campaign was Dalileo, owned
at that point by Dr Jim Walker and
Partner, who landed a Stayers Selling
Handicap at Wolverhampton on
December 17.

Successful over a mile and three-
quarters on the same track in September,
the Galileo gelding was stepping up in
trip to two miles and 120 yards, and
faced just four rivals. Partnered by
Franny Norton, Dalileo was sent off the
odds-on favourite.

The early pace was set by Nicola
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Mister Chiang, owned by The Originals, wins with Franny Norton up

Currie on Contingency Fee. Franny was
content to bide his time on Dalileo, but
sent his mount into the lead with two
furlongs to run. Pushed clear in the final
furlong, the three-year-old scored the
second win of his career, easily
accounting for Contingency Fee by
seven lengths, with Sea Tea Dea the
same distance back in third.

At the post-race auction, Dalileo was
bought in for £16,500.

At Chelmsford on December 20,
Mister Chiang, owned by The
Originals, won a competitive maiden in
good style on his first start on an
artificial surface.

A son of Archipenko, Mister Chiang
was having his fifth career start after
finishing second in two starts over nine
furlongs during the autumn. The juvenile
was dropped in trip to a mile in this
sire/dam restricted race, and faced 11
opponents, including the odds-on Star
Catcher.  Franny Norton took the ride.

Drawn close to the rail, Mister Chiang
was settled in third as the filly
Amorously set the pace. Turning for
home, Mister Chiang had to be brought
wide to challenge on the outer of Emma
Point. Despite edging left as he took the

lead a furlong out, Mister Chiang kept on
well, and was fully in command in the
closing stages. At the post, he had won
by two lengths from Emma Point, with
Paradise Boy finishing a head further
back in third.

Mister Chiang is a full-brother to
Madame Chiang, who won the 2014
renewal of the British Champions Fillies
and Mares Stakes, Group 1, for her
owner-breeder Kirsten Rausing. His
dam, Robe Chinoise, stayed at least a
mile and a half, and although successful
down in trip here, Mister Chiang should
have no difficulty in stepping up in trip
as a three-year-old.

The month’s fifth success came at
Southwell on December 21, when
Matterhorn successfully followed up on
his earlier Lingfield win.

Carrying a 6lb penalty in a handicap
over a mile, Matterhorn faced eight
rivals at Southwell, including the course
specialist Shearian, seven of whose nine
career victories have come over the
course, six of them over course and
distance. Franny Norton was on board.

Matterhorn raced prominently from
the outset, chasing the early leader
Shearian. Sent into the lead with more

than two furlongs to travel, Matterhorn
travelled strongly throughout the
penultimate furlong. Three lengths clear
with a furlong to race, the Raven’s Pass
colt simply had to be pushed out to score
by a length and a half from Three Weeks,
with Hammer Gun a further three and a
half lengths back in third.

This was an impressive win by a
clearly progressive colt. 

On December 31, a sixth winner of the
month and final winner of the year was
added at Lingfield, by Kingsley Park
10’s Seductive Moment.

IGHEST rated in a field of four
for the mile nursery, Seductive
Moment was slowly away from

the stalls, but recovered under Richard
Kingscote to take the lead two furlongs
from home. 

The gelded son of Shamardal was
ridden clear of the field in the
penultimate furlong, and landed a
comfortable win from Um Shama and
Aleeka, the distances being two and a
quarter lengths and four and a half
lengths. This success gave the KP 10
partners their ninth win of a truly
remarkable year.

Deep Intrigue, owned by Clipper  Logistics, wins under P J McDonald
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